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2017 Kiwi Night Walks
The Whakatāne Kiwi Trust’s guided Kiwi Night Walks have proven to be popular again this
year thanks in part to the great banners, made by the Whakatāne District Council, that
were up around Ōhope and Whakatāne. To cater for the increase in demand, the season
for the Night Walks was extended to cover April as well as the usual May and June. More
than 300 people braved the Autumn weather with our team of experienced volunteer
guides to explore Ōhope Scenic Reserve at night.
Many clear territorial kiwi calls were heard on the walks. One group were lucky enough
to hear a duet between a male and female kiwi and another heard a very loud and clear
male call from only 10 metres away. The male call is an upward, shrill, high-pitched single
note repeated about 15-20 times, which can travel for over a kilometre. The female call is
more of a coarse, rasping cry; also repeated 15-20 times.
Kiwi aren’t the only stars of the show on the walks. There are usually lots of morepork
heard and many different nocturnal creepy-crawly invertebrates come out hunting at
night, like spiders and wētā, as well as the huge 15+ cm native centipedes. If you missed
out this year, make sure you get booked in on one next Autumn to experience Ōhope
Scenic Reserve in a totally different light. Or if you can’t wait until then, download the
self-guided night walk map from our website or pick up a copy from the I-Site.
The Whakatāne Kiwi Trust would like to say a huge thank you to all the volunteer guides
who helped make the walks happen this season and to everyone who braved the cold
autumn nights to come and explore Ōhope Scenic Reserve in the dark!

‘Like’ Whakatāne Kiwi Trust on Facebook and keep up to date
with the latest news from the project

A project with five partners: Whakatāne Kiwi Trust, Bay of Plenty Regional Council,
the Department of Conservation, Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa and Whakatāne District Council.
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Season summary 2016
The end of the fieldwork season is upon us and it is time to reflect on the year. The last
of our monitored chicks from the 2016-17 season are growing well and approaching the
‘stoat proof’ weight of 1kg. After a string of predations and seeing stoats patrolling kiwi
nests when checking our trail cameras the decision was made to move eggs and chicks to
safety. Here is a summary of the season:
H I G H S:
• Two Chick Celebrations were held in
January and April; hundreds of people
got to hear about the Whakatāne Kiwi
Project and were inspired by seeing a
kiwi chick.
• The kiwi listening night walks were fully
booked most Fridays!
• We’ve had very busy kiwi aversion dog
training days – it's awesome knowing
so many people are playing their part in
keeping kiwi safe.

L O W S:
• Several chicks were predated by stoats
within the reserves
• Feral cats have been reported in
Kōhi Point Scenic Reserve and
Mokorua Bush.
• There have been clusters of stoats
sighted running across the roads and
tracks of each Reserve.

Here’s looking forward to an exciting 2017 breeding season, with more trapping
and happy, healthy kiwi as a result.

T H I S S E A S O N’S S TAT S
Adult kiwi monitored

20

Total kiwi nests

36

Total chicks monitored

26

Total chicks predated

12

T R A P R E S U LT S (July 2016 – June 2017)
Rats

418

Hedgehogs

267

Stoats

74

Weasels

33

Moutohorā mayhem
Ten intrepid volunteers gave up their long
weekend to participate in the 4-night
listening survey over Queen’s Birthday
weekend. Despite the weather forecast
always threatening, we were lucky enough
to enjoy good weather throughout the
trip, giving us a great opportunity to
discover the island and its inhabitants.

awake to enjoy the magical sunrise and the
dawn chorus as the tīeke awoke and the
titi flew out to sea for a days fishing.

Local invertebrate expert Russell IngramSeal was keen to discover what insects
were present. Ecologist and White Island
Tours guide Rachel Turner was thrilled to
see so many native skinks especially when
the island is teeming with bird life!

Our initial results show that there are adult
birds calling from the same territories as
previous surveys. We also used acoustic
recorders in some of the more difficult to
reach spots and we hope to have recorded
kiwi calling on these too, so the total
number of kiwi heard may increase.

There was no need for a morning alarm
clock as the pair of kiwi closest to the
hut (Wai and Humbumble) chose to call
just before 5am – and right outside our
door! We're certain they wanted everyone

Fiona with Koma

Recorder

We also carried out annual health checks
on our two monitored adult kiwi – sponsor
Fiona was reunited with Koma, 10 years
after helping release him on to the island.

A very big thank you to the volunteers for
your long days and late nights helping out
with this survey.
by Laura Morgan

Little Blue Penguin
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Kiwi re-adoptions
One of the privileges of working with kiwi
is being able to share this experience with
our community.
In 2016 we started our adopt-a-kiwi
scheme. Our twenty monitored adult kiwi
have an adoptee whānau who pay for
the radio transmitter that enables us to
monitor them.
As part of the adoption, the new whānau
come along to meet their kiwi and watch
their annual health check.

Local monarch butterfly specialist Martie
Sisson has continued her reign as the
Nana of the Kōhi Point kiwi and as an extra
bonus got to meet ‘Whiuwhiu’s’ partner
‘Kohine’ who happened to be roosting
with him for the day.
The team at Vets 4 Pets visited their
kiwi ‘Marie’ at the edge of a swamp in
Mokorua and were impressed by the
depth of the burrow he had dug.

It is so rewarding bringing sponsors
to meet their kiwi, people get to see
conservation in action and the different
habitats (pine forest, broadleaf forest,
coastal or even scrub) that the birds
can live in.

Other members of the community
including the children of Hinuera school,
the Whakatāne Police, Dylan and Chanelle
From Diverse Graphics, the team at
Gibbos Fresh Fish, Alister Coulter, Bubbles
Dempster-Rivett, Rockjumper Birding and
the Wainui landowners have all continued
their kiwi adoption for another year.

We are currently finishing the adult
health checks and happily many of our
kiwi have been “re-adopted” by their
sponsors for 2017.

We’d also like to welcome our new
kiwi sponsors Ken and Sue Laurent and
Richard Boon and look forward to sharing
updates on their birds throughout the year.

Martie Sisson with Whiuwhiu and Kohine

Vets 4 Pets team

Mokorua listening survey
After eight years of monitoring and releasing kiwi into Mokorua Scenic Bush Reserve we
have just finished our third night-time listening survey.
20 hardy volunteers braved four cold May
nights listening from 10 different sites
around the reserve. Fortunately, with
Whakatāne being the Kiwi Capital, many of
our sites are in locals’ back gardens where
you can sit back with a hot milo and enjoy
the music of the night (or at least two
hours of it!)
This year we heard an interesting mix of
kiwi, ruru, pūkekos, ducks and even wētā!
Some volunteers (you know who you are!)
took a little reminding that weta are a
good indicator of a healthy environment,
even if they are right above your head!
On our last night of surveying a minor
earthquake rumbled through at 6.20pm.
After some frantic texts and phone calls
checking everyone was ok, we all noticed
the forest was strangely silent for two
minutes before the ruru took the lead and
started calling out to check on each other.
One of our more creative volunteers
sketched how his listening went, one on a

quiet night and one where the birds were
shaken awake! Thanks Russell Ingram-Seal.
We are pleased to report we heard more
kiwi calls than in previous years and
that kiwi have spread throughout the
whole reserve.
A big thank you to all the team for
volunteering.
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Phone: 0800 884 880
www.boprc.govt.nz

Kiwi chick celebration

email: admin@whakatanekiwi.org.nz
www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz

By Hannah, Kiera and Charlotte. (Students at Apanui School)

Finally the day has come”, I said to myself as I sped down to the school entrance. Today
was the 16th of April 2017, the day of the first ever kiwi chick celebration at Apanui
School. I looked down at my new watch. It read 11:00 am. We were right on time. I
was so excited! I slowly crept into the crowd, trying to go unnoticed. A muscly, tall man
casually strolled onto the stage and blessed the kiwi chicks with a karakia. Next, some kiwi
volunteers shared their knowledge of the kiwi. I recognised Bridget from our school camp
this year. She sat down and Aria (her 3-year-old labrador) joined her on the stage. She
started talking about how lucky she is to work with the Kiwi Trust. At turtle pace for safety,
the volunteers carefully picked up a kiwi chick each. Everyone hurriedly pushed past me
to grab a peek at the babies. I squeezed past everyone in my way. There standing before
me was a real live kiwi. I snapped a selfie. “Time to go home” said my party-pooper Mum.
I had to drag myself away from the celebration!

Volunteer profile:

Pryde family

After hearing about the Whakatāne Kiwi
Trust from a school friend, 10 year-old
Ryan Pryde decided he would like to
get involved too. With his older sister
Ella already part of the Whakatāne Halo
project through school, it didn’t take much
for Mum and Dad to jump on board and
now the whole family has an active role in
kiwi conservation.

Since being involved as volunteers, the
Pryde family have helped out in other
ways too and having the opportunity to
release kiwi chicks on Moutohorā was

Phone 07 307 0611
www.doc.govt.nz

Phone 07 306 0500
www.whakatane.govt.nz

CORPORATE
SUPPORTERS
Gourmet Burger Kitchen
www.gbk.co.uk
The Southern Trust
www.southerntrust.org.nz
Kiwis for Kiwi
www.kiwisforkiwi.org
Rotary Club of Whakatāne West
http://rotary9930.org/Page/clubswhakatane-west

Their main focus as volunteers so far has
been looking after a trap line in Ōhope
Scenic Reserve, regularly checking and
clearing the traps to make sure as many
stoats as possible are caught, giving the
kiwi chicks a better chance of survival.
“One of our first experiences as volunteers
was going to a kiwi nest at night to put a
transmitter on a chick” says Colleen, Ryan
and Ella’s Mum, “but unfortunately the
chick had already been eaten by a stoat
and that’s what made us realise how
important trapping is to protect the kiwi.”

Phone 07 307 0760
www.ngatiawa.iwi.nz

The Lion Foundation
www.lionfoundation.org.nz

Releasing kiwi chicks on Moutohorā

definitely a highlight for them all. Learning
more about all the hard work that goes
into protecting kiwi through trapping has
also been a great experience. As Ella says
“Its such a good feeling to know you’re
helping to make a difference for the kiwi.”

